CHAPTER 1421

“Seeing the appearance of the masters, Levi Garrison showed a smile at the corner of his mouth.”

“””Actually, I don’t know how strong I am after the transformation. I just want you to prove it!”””

“””I hope I won’t die, I hope I’m strong enough to make you scared!”””

“Looking at the mountains and plains, the enemies appearing like a tide.”

Levi Garrison carried the banner and killed him without hesitation.

“Prince William of the Eagle Nation on the mountain in the distance saw this scene, and he shook his
head: “”I don’t understand why he came? Although I figured out that Erudia will definitely let people
come, I don’t understand this. What do you think? “””

He looked at the black dragon.

“Heilong smiled and said: “”This is brainwashing! Instill some absurd ideas from childhood! What to fight
for Erudia, what to sacrifice for Erudia…”””
“””In fact, this group of people is a group of machines in the end!”””

“Although Heilong is from Erudia, he will never understand such things as sense of mission and national
glory…”

This is also the reason why he betrayed Erudia now……..

“””Haha, a bunch of fools…”””

Prince William laughed.

“In their opinion, Erudia can not send people, isn’t it just reputation?”

How much is it worth?

This is the difference between Erudia people and them.

All things related to Erudia’s reputation.

I believe that every patriotic Erudia citizen is willing to spare his life to defend…

Erudia never had a time of fear.

There is no such thing as a deserter.

“””This trick can only be used on Erudia, and it is not for other countries.”””

The black dragon is watching the changes on the battlefield.

“””I would like to see how strong the One-Word Side by Side King is? But in the end he will be consumed
alive!”””

Heilong is very confident in this battle.

The game he set up himself.

More than a million masters have gathered.

“More than a million people, this is an unimaginable concept.”

“Even if this group of millions of people are unarmed ordinary people, let you kill, it is estimated that
you will be exhausted alive.”

The time will be as long as dozens of days.

Many knives are broken…

But they can’t stand and let you kill.

“Instead, they came to kill you.”

“Not to mention that these million people have no shortage of masters, many of them are super
fighters.”

“No matter how strong you are, more than a million people will exhaust you a little bit.”

“But the black dragon didn’t want to be consumed, he wanted to kill it directly.”

“Therefore, in this battle, he gathered all major forces to organize all master-level and god-level
powerhouses.”

He united with East Island and the Star Kingdom to invite all the hidden master-level experts in the East
Continent out of the mountain.

“Before the grandmaster-level powerhouses were hidden, they could not be seen at all.”

“But this time in order to kill Levi Garrison,”

It took an unimaginable price.

All the masters are invited out of the mountain.

“At present, there are a total of 538 grandmaster-level powerhouses!”

There are more than ten thousand god-level powerhouses!

“There are more than 100,000 king-level powerhouses!”

Others are also first-class masters.

“In order to give Erudia a painful blow, these forces took out all their heritage and resources.”

Must be successful!

There can be no failure!

Everyone also understands how can you fail with this lineup?

Levi Garrison has entered a mortal game!

“It took six hours to kill in the hands of a million masters, not to die, but to reach the main peak and
insert the banner into the highest point.”

a task that can not be done??

Erudia Messiah knew this as well as everyone else.

The supreme existence of the king just now is about to fall.

“The strategy of the Avengers is perfect, and Erudia is dead, and he is a general…”

“One person is against a million army, no one has a bottom…”

